
Questions Asked by Attendees GeoToll Answer 
Q: What is the foot print of the 'read zone?  If the tag is 
not read how do we reconcile the image/license plate? 

A: The 'read zone" often varies slightly across 
individual toll points as the integrator tunes that 
location's readers to optimize performance for the 
location's specific operating conditions. If the tag is 
not read then the transaction is reconciled by 
comparing the license plate read to the GeoToll-
provided list of GeoToll license plates. 
 

Q1: Was there a peripheral to hook up to the cell 
phone? Thinking of reading either two cell phones in 
the car of a passenger’s cell phone. 
Q2: How soon are valid ids given? For us, potential 
violation images are purged after verification of a valid 
tag id (about 15 seconds after the transaction). 

A1: Yes, the smartphone is mated to either a 
protective sleeve or a sticker tag form factor affixed 
to the user's smartphone.                                                         
A2: A valid ID is provided when the vehicle crossed 
the Geo-Fence entrance which readies the tag to be 
read as it passes by the gantry. 
 
 

Q: To the Xerox question, it seems that not everyone 
is clear on exactly what OCS does as part of its 
certification.  

 

 

 

A: For more information on OCS testing, we suggest 
you contact OCS (www.omniaircertified.org).  In 
general, OCS tests tolling solutions to ensure that 
they work in real world driving conditions as defined 
by the developers of the OCS program - in this case, 
the toll industry which provided the requirements 
which OCS used to develop the test specifications 
and apparatus. In other words, the GeoToll 6C tag 
form factor and smartphone passed all tests that 
every other 6C tag passed to become used by toll 
agencies in the US. 
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Q1: Tim and Jaime both mentioned some patent 
pending processes. Can you provide a 30 second 
overview of the processes patented? 
Q2: How does GeoToll collect fees? From the user or 
agency? Per transaction or per invoice? 
Q3: With GPS or Loc Services running, does GeoToll 
provide any method to reduce battery use? 
Q4: If the tag is read by the lane controller, why is the 
GeoToll back office needed? Isn't location, direction, 
photo/video already captured by existing 
infrastructure? Wouldn't this be an alternative tag 
model then? 
Q5: How does GeoToll use NFC and how does the 
announcement by Apple that they will not support 
impact? 
Q6: Will chip be multi-protocol or separate GeoToll 
devices for each protocol? If multi, how many 
protocols on the chip? 
Q7: How does GeoToll handle users who forget to turn 
on app, GPS feature, or location services? 

A1: We're sorry but that information is our 'secret 
sauce.'  The information will be made public once the 
patents are granted.                                                             
A2: Specifics on GeoToll’s business model are 
available to individuals and entities that sign a Non-
Disclosure Agreement with GeoToll; however, we 
have an extremely profitable model generated by 
gaining just a small percentage of the US tolling 
market.                                              
A3: Yes, we are aware of the potential for battery life 
degradation with GPS and we have developed the 
patent-pending technology to minimize it.  
A4: Yes, GeoToll's solution is clearly an alternative to 
the ETC tag model.  No tags to stock, distribute to 
POS locations, manage, replace, repair or dispose.  
Second part: the GeoToll back office system (BOS) 
is needed to reconcile transactions the operator 
captures with those GeoToll captures to ensure a 
perfect reconciliation and remittance of funds. The 
GeoToll BOS is also needed for GeoToll to handle all 
customer service functions related to GeoToll 
accounts.                          
A5: The NFC protocol serves a dual purpose to 
power the sticker tag and transfer the information.  
For smartphones not equipped with NFC, GeoToll 
can either use the sleeve form factor or alternative 
wireless approaches currently under development.                                                     
A6: Yes, the chip will be multi-protocol. The protocols 
GeoToll will include are mentioned in the PPT.                                           
A7: Via the “Fail Safe Tolling”™ feature discussed 
during the webinar (patent pending). 
 

Q1: Will dynamic ID happen automatically or require 
user action? 
Q2: Does each operator have to set up an account for 
each GeoToll customer who comes through the 
system? 

A1: Dynamic ID (DID) is an automatic function.                                                            
A2: No, GeoToll manages this task. It is akin to a 
fleet account: a group of IDs that associate with one 
entity (GeoToll) for billing purposes.  The operator 
reconciles these accounts according to its business 
rules and conformed to by GeoToll’s flexible BOS.  
 

Q: Can you elaborate on HOT lane occupancy 
verification? 

A: Sorry but we cannot, as this is part of GeoToll's 
patent-pending IP. Suffice to say, we will provide a 
method to identify all riders in an HOV declared 
vehicle. 
 

Q: What level of handshaking can be expected 
compared to traditional transponders? 

A: The exact same as the particular protocol 
functions/performs today. 
 

Q1: Will the bill specifically list the toll rate advertised 
by the agency? 
Q2: Is the account status only updated when the user 
approaches a toll point (GeoFence)?  Or is there a 
periodic update of account status to the phone? 
Q3: How does driver perform HOV declaration? 

A1: Yes.                                                                        
A2: This will depend on the specific agency's 
business rules.  GeoToll’s built its BOS to be totally 
flexible and accommodate each operator's exact 
business rules and needs.                                                                                     
A3: Via a patent-pending algorithm in the GeoToll 
RFID-equipped smartphone. 
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Q: The read zone will depend on the sensitivity of the 
tag and placement 

A: GeoToll's technology allow a dynamic adjusting of 
the sensitivity (performed remotely) to tailor the 
power to the specific need of each particular toll 
point. 
         

Q1: Do you use NFC to talk between Smartphone and 
RFID module? NFC is not supported in iPhones. How 
do you plan to address this? 
Q2: How do you handle remote sites that have poor 
cellular services? 

A1: Yes, NFC powers the tag and transfer the 
information. For smartphones not equipped with 
NFC, we can use the sleeve form factor or other non-
NFC wireless alternatives currently under 
development.        
A2: Via the “Fail Safe Tolling”™ feature discussed 
during the webinar (patent pending). 
 

Q: How would your application work for a ticketed 
system for entry and exit? 

A: The GeoToll-enabled smartphone RFID solution 
has write-back capability. 
 
 

Q1: What if your mobile provider has a limited 
bandwidth problem at the toll location? (currently most 
locations for some providers) 
Q2: What happens if there are multiple phones with 
the app in a car? 
Q3: What does "reconciliation" by the back offices 
mean? 
Q4: How does the phone get linked to the car? 
Q5: What about cross-lane reads? 

A1: The data will be stored in the smartphone and 
transferred when bandwidth is available.                  
A2: For multiple riders with the GeoToll RFID-
equipped smartphones, we utilize a patent-pending 
solution that exploits smartphone's inherent protocols 
and functionalities to identify and reconcile who is 
responsible for the toll - or whether the occupants 
wish to share/split the charge.  .                                
A3: "Reconciliation by the back offices" means that 
GeoToll's back office system makes any adjustments 
of the toll transaction to ensure 100% remittance 
and/or assignment of the toll charge.                                 
A4: Sorry - this is part of the GeoToll's patent 
pending IP. 
A5: In GeoToll’s internal testing, OCS Certification 
testing, and during ongoing model deployment 
testing, we have not seen any cross-lane reads.  
However, a way to manage this if it should occur is to 
adjust the sensitivity of the tag accordingly - which 
GeoToll can do remotely at the point of toll. 
 

Q: Does the GEOTOLL tag number have to be on the 
Agency Positive list when it goes through the lane? 

A: Preferably it does as this is how legacy systems 
work now and we intend to maintain that system.  
However, depending on what the operator wants - 
this is not necessary to create and reconcile the 
transactions. 
 
 

Q: What happens if vehicle has a conventional tag and 
operator has a phone with GeoToll - or maybe also 
passengers with phones?  Will the agency's tag take 
precedence? 

A:  The GeoToll BOS is totally flexible to 
accommodate either tag being read/charged. 
GeoToll will work in accordance with the set of 
business rules established with each agency.  
 

Q: Will the GeoToll RFID support tag write-back for the 
IAG protocol? 

A: Yes, as a key requirement of the TDM protocol 
and likely national requirement (IBTTA), the GeoToll 
solution will support tag write-back. 
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Q: Is Geotoll dependent on NFC feature availability in 
a smart phone? 

A: No, GeoToll will offer form factors that exploit the 
availability of NFC protocol on some models of 
phones and will offer other form factors that do not 
require NFC.     
 

Q: Are you concerned about having the user interact 
with the phone (placing it on dash / windshield) while 
driving? 

A: The user will have no need to interact with the 
phone while driving to use the GeoToll solution. 
 
 
 

Q: How does the system handle vehicle classification? A: The GeoToll app will incorporate the classification 
scheme on a per-agency basis and will meet all 
agency requirements. 
 

Q: If a user replaces their smartphone, is the chip 
transferable or is a new unit needed? 

A: GeoToll’s solution will be transferrable as long as 
the customer's 'new' smartphone is one that requires 
the same GeoToll form factor (sleeve, with NFC, w/o 
NFC, etc.).   
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